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Every day, hundreds of thousands of ordinary people enter sweepstakes and contests with hopes of

winning spectacular prizes. Some dream of exotic vacations, whereas others hope to win more

practical items like cars or home appliances. Perhaps you have your eye on a cash prize. Thanks to

the internet, exploring this hobby of entering sweepstakes or "sweeping" has never been easier.

There is an entire world of contests that are ripe for entry and possible wins if you know where to

look. The great thing and the secret that they don't want you to know is that anyone can do it!

Absolutely, ANYONE. You just need to know the principles of winning. How to Make Money Winning

Sweepstakes and Contests will not only show where to go to enter to win fabulous prizes, but also

how to maximize your odds of winning. Sweepstakes and contest success isn't as random as some

have led you to believe. There are effective strategies that can be employed to help you win

fantastic prizes. By reading this book, you will learn methods that will speed up your entry process,

target your efforts, and also make money in the process. You will learn advanced concepts and

strategies that are employed by consistent winners. You will be taught how to effectively manage

your time and focus your efforts maximum odds of winning. Previously undisclosed tactics and

ideas that win sweepstakes will be revealed, so that you can start taking action today! Arm yourself

with the information you need to become a full-fledged Sweeper and start maximizing your odds of

winning sweepstakes today.
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I am a long-time sweeper--over 40 years, mainly winning throughsnail-mail. I haveread many printed

books about entering sweepstakes. This is the firstebook ("How to Make Money Winning

Sweepstakes and Contests") I have readabout entering and winning sweepstakes online. Kudos to

J.Louis for providing information on how to win using the internet and hispersonalstrategy. Anyone

can enter internet sweeps as they are everywhere on popularwebsites. But if you want to win

consistently you need to pursue a strategicmethod. J. Louis gives you information that is vital to be

more than acasualcontestant. I plan to use his methods to enhance my winning experience. J.Louis

hasa blog as a followup to his ebook and I can't wait to see the videos hehas plannedshowing how

to use the tools he mentions in his ebook.[...]

As a sweeper of 4 years I have gotten burned out resulting in less organized entry and

consequences are few wins. Mr. Louis had some good suggestions that is helping me get my "mojo"

back. I won a car the 1st three months I was sweeping and loved getting the prize and telling people

about it. I want to be that successful again and I think the book will help in that goal. I like that it is

easy to read and not too long.

It's not everyday you find a self-help book that gives you the exact details to do something. That's

exactly what the author does in this book. You'll get info on specific websites to visit, ways to make

entering contests easier and faster, and how to avoid getting ripped off by scammers. I didn't even

have to read the whole book to get useful info either. The only way to make this book better is if the

author enter sweepstakes for me. lol, just playing. I'll definitely keep this as a reference to improve

my odds.

After doing some research online, I decided to check out this book. There were links to sites and

strategies that I hadn't discovered online. This is an easy and well written guide to "sweeping".

The book seems to be well organized and uses some of the same tools and software I am familiar

with from other applications. This lends great credibility to what that author is saying and I plan to

start utilizing the strategies explained immediately.

Not only was this book extremely well-written, easy to understand, and informative, but it gave me

some insight into the sweepstakes industry that I had no idea about. There are definitely enough

secrets in this book to make the purchase price well worth it. This is the one book you need to have



the upper hand in winning!

Thank you for making it available. It's a good little reference guide. I will refer back to again. I

learned a lot.

I really like this ebook. It was a quick and easy read that provides the reader many ingenious tips

and tricks on how to beat the odds and win some great prizes online. It's a lot of fun and I would

certainly recommend this book.
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